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Abstract. Streaming dataflow systems offer an appealing alternative to classic MySQL / memcached web backend stacks.
But websites must not go down, and current fault tolerance
techniques for dataflow systems either come with long downtimes during recovery, or fail to scale to large deployments
due to the overhead of global coordination. We introduce
a causal logging approach to fault tolerance that rolls back
and replays the execution of only the failed node, without
any global coordination. This approach piggybacks a small,
constant-size tree clock onto each message, incurring low
runtime overheads and encapsulating enough information
to recover the system to a state that is indistinguishable from
one that never failed at all. We implement and evaluate the
protocol on Noria, a streaming dataflow backend for readheavy web applications, showing sub-second recovery times
with 1.5 millisecond runtime overheads.
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Research Problem and Motivation

Noria is a streaming dataflow system for read-heavy web
application backends, intended to replace the classic MySQL
/ memcached stack [7]. In this use case, Noria must support thousands of latency-sensitive end users, sharding the
backend to spread the work across multiple computers. This
results in dataflow graphs with hundreds of nodes.
Noria distributes computation by assigning its dataflow
nodes, which are relational operators, to computers. These
nodes can either be stateful (e.g. join, aggregation) or stateless (e.g. filter, sharder, projection). Nodes communicate
over one-way streams of messages along graph edges, and
compute as a deterministic function of their inputs and state.
Writes are eventually-consistent and observed exactly-once.
At the scale of a large website, machine failures are inevitable. Consider the failure of a computer with a single
dataflow node (Fig. 1), and imagine we restarted the failed
node on a new computer. If upstream nodes continued as
normal, downstream nodes would never receive the messages lost in the failure. We can replay lost messages from
the in-memory logs of the restarted node’s parents, but then
we would need to know exactly where to start to avoid sending duplicates or losing a message. Even if we knew where
to start, the restarted node may interleave messages from its
parents in a different order, producing an output order that is
inconsistent with messages some of its children have already
seen. The non-determinism in execution order after failure
is a well-established problem in similar approaches [1, 5, 15].
To avoid the complexity of tracking where and what order
messages were sent, Noria currently purges the node’s entire
downstream graph and recomputes the state from scratch.
Some nodes may have been on surviving computers, but

Figure 1. Messages streaming through an example dataflow
graph when C fails (left). H receives a message from C, then
generates and applies a diff to its tree clock (right).
Noria redundantly purges and recomputes their states as well.
Like in other coarse-grained lineage recovery solutions [16],
recovery time with this protocol is proportional to the size
of state in the graph. This is a problem for web applications,
where massive amounts of data accumulate over time and
high availability is mission-critical [6, 8].
An alternative is to restore the graph from a checkpoint
without having to rebuild state. However, the global coordination required to either build or recover from checkpoints
is proportional to the number of dataflow nodes in the graph.
As a result, checkpointing also does not scale to the large,
complex graphs we expect from Noria. We need a fault tolerance solution that can scale to a large number of shards
without global coordination or slow offline recomputation.
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Background and Related Work

Lineage-based recovery is a common fault tolerance technique for bulk-synchronous parallel (BSP) systems. When
the lineage of a message is known before processing, these
systems can rebuild lost state from partial results [4, 9, 17].
But while BSP systems have natural barriers for resuming
computation due to their synchronous model of execution,
as a continuous streaming system, Noria must rebuild state
from scratch [7].
Checkpointing rolls back the system to a globally-consistent
state after failure. Global checkpointing adds high runtime
overheads due to the global coordination required for each
checkpoint [10, 11]. Distributed and asynchronous checkpointing must roll back the entire graph to ensure exactlyonce semantics, which is slow at scale [2, 3, 14].
Causal logging protocols piggyback message lineage onto
each message so that on failure, the information on surviving nodes can be used to restore the system to a globallyconsistent state [1, 5]. Asynchronous processing can remove
the overhead of piggybacked lineage from the data path [15].
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Our approach reduces the size of the lineage so that even
synchronous processing incurs low runtime overheads.
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Approach

We approach the problem of knowing where and in what order to resend messages by looking at the failure of a computer
with a single stateless node. We introduce a new abstraction
called the tree clock that tracks the lineages of the messages
each node has sent and received. Each node keeps a history
of these messages in a payload log and the messages’ tree
clocks in a diff log, along with a tree clock that reflects the
node’s most recent lineage.
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Figure 2. Number of articles versus recovery time (s).

Normal Operation. A tree clock is an inverted tree of node
IDs, each associated with an integer time. A path in the tree
clock depicts a path a message could have taken through the
dataflow. Each node N keeps a tree clock with root N and
every possible path to N (Fig. 1):
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• Initially, all times are 0.
• When N receives a message, copy the clock in the
message, whose root is a parent node, and add N as a
child with N ’s time+1. Call this clock a diff, and store
the diff in the diff log. Apply the diff to N ’s clock by
taking the greater value in corresponding entries.
• When N sends a message, include a copy of the last
diff. Store the message in the payload log.
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Figure 3. Load (ops/s) vs. write propagation time (ms).
Execution Replay. If Ai resends messages to B in a different order than that before failure, Ci may receive messages
out-of-order or that are inconsistent with those of its siblings.
The key insight is that the diff logs of Ci define a partial message ordering that can be used to generate a valid execution.
The controller collects the diffs of root B with time greater
than tmin and sends them to B 0. B 0 then processes message
from Ai in an order that can reproduce those diffs.

Note that this algorithm is local to N and requires no coordination with other nodes. By also truncating diffs based on the
number of concurrent failures we want to be able to handle,
the tree clock sent with each message is constant-size.
Recovery Algorithm. Consider a failed node B with multiple parents Ai and multiple children Ci . The system controller detects the failure and restarts B 0 on a computer:
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Results

We evaluate the performance of tree clocks and the recovery
algorithm on a prototype implementation in Noria written in
4k lines of Rust compared to the original recovery algorithm.
We measure the recovery time from losing a sharder node
that requires re-aggregating 50 million rows in each of 20
downstream shard when rebuilding state. In this simple
experiment, tree clock recovery took 0.15s, a 290x improvement from lineage-based recovery, which took 43.08s (Fig. 2).
Rebuilding state can only take longer as the system accumulates data over time.
We measure the overhead of tree clocks by comparing the
write propagation times through the dataflow graph, which
reflect read staleness. Near the maximum load of 3.0 million
ops/s, the overhead of tree clocks is 28%, or 1.5ms (Fig. 3).
Being able to recover stateless nodes with tree clocks is
already a big win, as the system can leave the state in downstream nodes untouched. In future work, we will extend
the algorithm to stateful nodes using persistent, local snapshots [2] or replication [12, 13] to recover state. Fortunately,
tree clocks already do most of the work, knowing where and
in what order to resend messages.

1. Ask all Ci for their diff logs and tree clocks rooted
at B. Let t B,min be the minimum time for B in the
tree clocks. Calculate T ∗ , a tree clock with root time
t B,min , by applying all diffs up to and including t B,min
to a tree clock rooted at B 0 initialized with all zeros.
2. Tell B 0 to resume sending messages to each Ci at
1 + B’s time in the clock from Ci , respectively. Include
T ∗ for B 0 to initialize its tree clock.
3. Tell each Ai to resume sending messages to B 0 at
1 + Ai ’s time in T ∗ .
The time t B,min represents the latest time that Ci is guaranteed to have received a message from B, if it should have
received the message already. Since B 0 just started up, it has
an empty payload log. It generates the next diffs to send
using T ∗ , and filters sent duplicates based on where B 0 was
told to send messages to Ci . Note that T ∗ is not necessarily
a state that B 0’s tree clock was actually in, since we only
require B 0’s recovered state to encapsulate the causal effects
of the messages received by its children.
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